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FCC Compliancy Statement

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) 
this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, that 
may cause undesired operation.

Warning: Changes or modifications to the equipment not approved by Peavey Electronics Corp. can void the 
user’s authority to use the equipment.

Note - This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to 
Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference 
in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does 
cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment 
off and on, the user is encouraged to try and correct the interference by one or more of the following measures.

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Peavey Electronics Corporation • 5022 Hartley Peavey Drive • Meridian, MS • 39305
(601) 483-5365 • FAX (601) 486-1278 • www.peavey.com

ValveKing® 20MH & ValveKing® 100 Head
In order for the above two models to meet FCC/ICES requirements, a Steward 28A0592-0A2 ferrite core (or 
equivalent) must be placed on the USB cable where it exists/connects to the amplifier.



Vypyr® Pro
Tube Amplifiers

Congratulations on the purchase of the most advanced modeling amplifier to-date! Peavey® introduces its newest member of the 
VYPYR Series, the VYPYR PRO 100. As the name implies, the VYPYR PRO is an amp featuring professional-grade tone and features, 
in a unique and intuitive layout. Because of the advanced dual processor design, the VYPYR Pro can run up to four amplifier models 
in parallel. Using the VYPYR Pro’s unique architecture, the VYPYR is capable of designing a variety of signal path combinations. Four 
module bays each with their own distinct LCD can be assigned to an amplifier, effect, stomp box, or in the first position an instrument 
model.

The modules can be assigned in any order, allowing the user the ability to create the exact rig they desire, even if they desire to run 
two or up to four amplifiers in parallel. With up to 5 parameters to precisely control effects, multiple delay types and advanced features 
such as MSDI (microphone simulated direct interface), direct output, effects loop, and MIDI control allow the professional player to 
create the rig of their dreams inside a single combo amplifier.

The VYPYR Pro continues the tradition of appropriate technology using 4 stages of patented TransTube® analog gain to create the most 
realistic tube sounding distortion in any modeling amplifier. By using analog distortion, the VYPYR Pro’s digital processor has the 
amazing ability to offer almost limitless combinations of additional stompboxes, “rack” effects, amplifiers and now even instrument 
models. The result is an overall better and cleaner tone.

AT-200™ integration is a key part of the VYPYR Pro design. The MIDI output allows the VYPYR Pro to communicate with Peavey’s 
revolutionary AT-200 guitar in order to change presets and tunings inside the guitar with one simple VYPYR Pro button press (re-
quires an AT-200 guitar loaded with one of the optional feature packs, available at www.autotuneforguitar.com)

Recording is a mainstay of the VYPYR Pro design. With the most advanced USB audio system in any VYPYR, the Pro was designed 
from the beginning for home recording. The VYPYR Pro also features an analog speaker and microphone simulated direct out for 
recording as well.

With over 500 presets available and dozens of different models of effects, reverbs, delays and amplifiers, the VYPYR Pro is the most 
innovative and advanced modeling amplifier on the planet. Designed for the working musician by the musicians at Peavey Electronics, 
it is perhaps the most versatile amp ever created.

The perfect companion for the VYPYR Pro, Peavey’s updated Sanpera® Pro Footcontroller unlocks all the power of the VYPYR Pro. 
Utilizing dual expression pedals which can be assigned to the default setting (volume on left, wah on right), or to any other stomp or 
effects parameter, the Sanpera Pro footcontroller is also range definable! The footcontroller also features a boost switch, tap tempo, a 
chromatic tuner, and looper controls that allow users to generate multi-track loops.
 
KEY FEATURES:
• Dozens and dozens of different amp, effect, stompbox and instrument models
• Advanced WYSIWYG interface - What you see is what you get!
• Four selectable model slots with an LCD for each
• Multiple delay and reverb types 
• Patented Analog Transtube preamp
• 100 Watts
• Custom voiced 12” speaker specifically designed for modeling
• Over 500 user assignable presets
• Real time control over Delay, Reverb and real time model parameter control
• 3 different adjustable noise gates
• MIDI output for changing presets on an external MIDI device, including the Peavey AT-200 guitar
• Buffered Effects Loop
• Power Sponge output power adjustment
• MSDI™ Output with XLR and ground lift switch
• USB Output
• Speaker defeat switch
• Studio-quality Headphone output
• On board chromatic tuner
• On board over-dubbing looper with optional Sanpera footswitch
 

VENTILATION: For proper ventilation, allow 24" clearance from nearest combustible surface.

ENGLISH



A. Plug and Play
 •Turn power/standby switches to “On” position.
 •Plug in instrument.
 •Selecting Presets–Use knob on far right of panel.
  •Use outer bank wheel (1) to scroll through preset banks. Each bank contains up to four presets.
  •Use inner knob (2) to find a preset. Press inner knob to select the preset.
B. Adjusting Presets
 •Mode Select
  •Push mode select button (3).
  •Scroll(4) through Model Types (i.e. Stomp Box, instrument, effect or amp)     
      and press knob (4). 
  •Select modes for up to 4 models. 
  •Press Model Knob to select mode(e.g. Amp, Effect etc...)
  •Scroll through amp models, for example, and press the knob to select. 
  •With the model selected, that parameter knobs (5) will illuminate. You are now playing through   
    that effect or amp. 
 •Adjust Model Parameters–applicable parameter knobs (5) will illuminate.
  • Press model you want to edit.  
  • The parameter knobs will illuminate to reflect that model’s settings.  
  • Edit chosen model.   
  • The Vypyr Pro will remember your changes even if you change models until you save the preset 
 • Delay/Reverb Quick Edit Menu
  • Tap the Delay/Reverb Edit button (6)
  •Use the parameter knobs to edit the basic Delay and Reverb functions. 
  •Use the Deep Edit menu described below for more editing options.
 •Delay/Reverb Deep Edit Menu
  •Press and hold “Delay/Reverb edit” (6).
  •Select reverb or delay (model 2 or 3). Scroll through styles using bank wheel (1) 
    (e.g. spring reverb or tape delay).
  •Press inner button (2) to select delay or reverb type.
  •Applicable parameter knobs will illuminate. Select parameters.
  •Tap tempo – Use tap tempo button (7) to adjust delay intervals.
  •To exit simply press “Delay/Reverb edit” button.
  •Once Delay and Reverb Types are selected per preset, simply pressing the Delay/Reverb edit        
      button (6) will select the delay and reverb quick edit functions, which operate just like the previ-                   
    ous Vypyrs.
NOTE: The Deep Edit Menu is also where input and output parameter settings can be adjusted, such as 
noise gate control, loop level, boost level, resonance, presence and preset master volume.

VYPYR® PRO Quick Start 



C. VYPYR® Main Edit Menu
 •To enter main menu, press inner preset button (2)
  •Use outer bank wheel (1) to scroll through the following functions:
   *Load Preset – Load your favorite presets
   *Save Preset—Save presets after editing them
   *Rename Preset—Give an epic name to your combination
   *Rename Bank—Rename a group of presets
   *Assign Pedals—Assign functions for the optional Sanpera pedal (can be assigned to  
     any parameter and is range definable)
   *Disable/Enable Midi Out (can be used to control AT-200 presets!)
   *Midi Out Channel
   *Reset Preset
   *Reset All
   *Disable Demo
   *Show Version
   *Update Software
   *Exit Menu
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Instrument Input
Input for Instrument signal. 

Model Bay Displays
In “Mode Select” mode displays the available model types (Instrument {model bay 1 only}, Amp, Stomp Box 
and Effects). In normal mode displays the selected models..   

Mode Select Button
Allows the user to switch into Mode Select mode. 

Model Select Knobs
Allows user to scroll through Modules and Modes.

Tap Tempo Control/Tuner Selector
When in delay mode, the user can select tempo of delay effect by tapping this button. Holding this button 
down activates the tuner function. In most instances, this button can be used to cancel out of a menu.

Delay/Reverb Edit Button 
Tapping this button once activates the Delay/Reverb Quick Edit Menu.  Pressing and holding this button acti-
vates the Deep Edit Menu.

Delay Parameter Adjustment Knobs
When in Delay Edit Mode, these knobs adjust Shift, Delay Level and Feedback. 

Reverb Parameter Adjustment Knobs
When in Reverb Edit Mode, these knobs adjust Room Size and Level. 

Parameter Adjustment Knobs
These knobs adjust model parameters.  Amp parameters are listed because they are the same on each amp.   
Other model parameters are shown on the screen as you edit.

Master Volume
Adjusts the overall loudness of the amplifier.
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Auxillary Input
This 3.5mm input allows for external audio sources, such as a CD or MP3 player.

Headphone Jack
3.5mm output for Headphones

Master LCD Display Screen
Displays presets, modes, amp and effects parameters.

Bank Wheel (outer) and Preset Wheel (inner)
Allows user to scroll through Banks of presets (outer wheel) and through presets within a particular Bank (inner 
wheel). These knobs also are used in the Vypyr Main Menu to make selections and adjustments.

Standby Switch
Allows amp to be placed in standby or active mode.

Power Switch
Switch to “On” position to turn on.  

Front Panel continued
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Rear Panel
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Consumo de energia 42Wh 
Consumo de energia en modo de espera  42Wh

PRO-100

Peavey 
Electronics Corp. 

VYPYR 

CHINA ZL95101119.7; GERMANY 69510380.6; 

BUILT UNDER U.S. PATENT NOS. 5,647,004;

EPO 0662752 (GB DE); CANADIAN 2,139,717; 
5,619,578; MEXICAN 190,227; JP 2891326;

TAIWAN R.O.C. INV. PAT NO. 075772

CAN-ICES-3(B)/NMB-3(B)

120V      60Hz
42 WATTS

PRO-100 
VYPYR®

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN U.S.A.
MADE IN CHINA

A PRODUCT OF PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORP.

CAUTION

WARNING:
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AC Power Inlet
This is the receptacle for an IEC line cord, which provides AC power to the unit. Connect the line 
cord to this connector to provide power to the unit. Damage to the equipment may result if improper 

line voltage is used. Never break off the ground pin on any equipment. It is provided for your safety. If the 
outlet used does not have a ground pin, a suitable grounding adapter should be used and the third wire 
should be grounded properly. To prevent the risk of shock or fire hazard, always make sure that the ampli-
fier and all associated equipment is properly grounded.

NOTE: FOR UK ONLY
As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus may not correspond with the coloured 
markings identifying the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows: (1) The wire which is coloured green 
and yellow must be connected to the terminal which is marked by the letter E, or by the Earth symbol, or 
coloured green or green and yellow. (2) The wire which is coloured blue must be connected to the termi-
nal which is marked with the letter N, or the colour black. (3) The wire which is coloured brown must be 
connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter L, or the colour red. 

To avoid the risk of electrical shock, do not place fingers or any other objects into empty tube sockets 
while power is being supplied to unit.

Power Sponge
The Power Sponge allows the user to adjust the natural clipping or distortion of the power amp section of 
the amplifier. This feature allows the amplifier headroom to be raised or lowered, thus, allowing the am-
plifier to be “pushed” at a much lower volume. At a setting of 100%, the amp will have greater clean head-
room; at 50%, the amp will begin to distort at the same volume. 

MIC SIMULATED DIRECT INTERFACE - MSDI™
Peavey’s exclusive MSDI™ simulates the sound of a microphone placed approximately 8” from a loud-
speaker cone, allowing the user to send an accurate, good quality signal to the mixing console without 
any acoustic spill from other instruments on stage. This is a non-powered output and safe for use with any 
mixing console.

Speaker Engage/Defeat Switch
This effectively disconnects any speaker/cabinet connected to the SPEAKER OUTPUT. This enables the 
user to monitor their playing using the signal from either the MSDI™ output, USB output or headphone 
output. Therefore they can play or record at much lower volume levels.
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Rear Panel continued

Level Knob
Adjusts the volume level of the MSDI™ going to the soundboard. 

Ground Lift Button
Engage this switch if the mix engineer is hearing a hum in the MSDI™ output. This should eliminate the hum by 
removing the ground loop.

MSDI™ XLR Direct Out
The MSDI™ XLR output allows direct connection to a soundboard.

EFFECTS LOOP SEND and EFFECTS LOOP RETURN
1/4” output jack for supplying signals to external effects or signal processing equipment and 1/4” input for re-
turning signals from external effects or signal processing equipment. 

MIDI OUT
Sends MIDI preset messages to any external MIDI device, including the Peavey AT-200™ Autotune guitar.

FOOTSWITCH/MIDI IN
This enables MIDI signals to be recieved from an external MIDI capable device, and can also be a means of plug-
ging in the optional Sanpera PRO footswitch. 

USB PORT
Allows interaction with a computer. This is important for software updates and operates as an audio source for 
recording on computer. 
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•The different types of models are color coded. Amps are red, Instruments (M1 slot only) are yellow, stomp   
 boxes are orange and effects are blue.

•If there is already a model present, you can change either the type of currently chosen model or you can    
 change the overall type of model.  For instance, if there is already an amp present, to change the type of amp  
model, simply turn the dial to select a different amp and press the model encoder.  To change the type of model, 
push and release the MODEL SELECT button, which changes the 4 model screens to MODEL TYPE SELECT 
MODE.

•If there isn’t a model type present, there is no need to press the MODEL SELECT button.   Simply turning the 
model encoder will automatically change the model screens to MODEL TYPE SELECT MODE.

•If a change in order of models is desired, press and hold the MODEL SELECT button.  The master LCD screen 
will read “MODEL 1-4 SWAP MODEL POSISTIONS”.   In this mode, turning any of the 4 model encoders will 
move that model back and forth within the preset order.  For example, if there are 3 models chosen and the M4 
position is empty and you wish to add a new effect at the beginning of the signal chain, such as a compressor, 
you would press and hold the MODEL SELECT button and move all 3 of the models to the right 1 position.  This 
will leave the M1 slot open and you can then select a new model for that position.

•To edit each model’s parameters, including amp models, press and release the cooresponding model’s encoder 
(NOTE: pressing and holding the model encoders will bypass that model.  This is shown on the model screen as 
lower case letters).  When the model is chosen, the corresponding screen is brighter, and the parameter encoders 
can be turned to change the desired parameters.  Anytime a parameter is tweaked, the master LCD screen will 
show the name of the parameter as well as the value.

•VERY IMPORTANT.  With the Vypyr, delay and reverb are always available, they do not need to be chosen as 
a stomp or effect model as is the case with other modeling amps.  To change the settings to the delay and reverb, 
including turning them off, press and release the DEL/REV EDIT button which is righ next to the TAP TEMPO 
button.  This will change the mode of the amp to QUICK EDIT DELAY/REVERB mode. In this mode, the 5 
parameter encoder’s functions change from the top line of text to the bottom line of text.  Turning the param-
eter encoders will change the Delay Level, Time Shift (delay times are set using the tap tempo button), Delay 
Feedback, Reverb Room Size and Reverb Level. To turn off the delay or reverb, simply adjust the Delay Level or 
Reverb Level down to 0.

Creating and Editing Presets



•To get to this menu, press and release the Inner Main Encoder found just to the left of the Stand-by switch. The 
different features of this menu are selected using either the INNER or OUTER encoder and then pressing the 
INNER encoder to select that feature.
 
•LOAD PRESET:  Use this feature to scroll through the different presets. When the desired preset is listed on the 
screen, press the INNER encoder to select that preset.

•SAVE PRESET: Selecting this feature will save the current preset. When you select this feature, you can then 
use the inner encoder to change the location of the preset. This way, if you are working on a preset, you can save 
it to a different location as to not overwrite it to keep the original version safe. When you select the location and 
press the INNER ENCODER, the screen changes to RENAME MODE. Use the OUTER encoder to select which 
character to edit, use the INNER encoder to change the character to rename it. Once you have named the preset 
to your liking, pressing the INNER encoder again saves the preset, overwriting whatever was in that location.

•RENAME PRESET: You can rename the preset without editing it. Choosing this feature will go directly to the 
above described renaming mode.

•RENAME BANK: The Vypyr Pro’s presets are arranged in banks of 4 presets. Not only can you rename indi-
vidual presets, you can also rename the banks as well.  The default is ELECTRIC 1, ELECTRIC 2, BASS 1 etc. 
Renaming the bank changes how the master LCD displays the name of the bank. The Sanpera Pro footcontroler’s 
screen does not display the bank name.

•ASSIGN PEDALS: This is in reference to the 2 expression pedals on the Sanpera Pro footcontroller. Press the 
INNER encoder to select this feature.

 *The first screen selects whether you are editing the Wah (right) or Volume pedal. Use the INNER encod  
 er to select which pedal to edit.
 
 *Turn the OUTER encoder to the right one position. This screen is where you select which parameter       
      the pedal is controlling. The fact that each pedal can be used to control any parameter is one of the   
          coolest features of the amp! Use the INNER encoder to select which parameter in the preset to be       
 controlled by the pedal.  

*Turn the OUTER encoder to the right one more position. This screen is where you assign the UP   
VALUE to the pedal. The reason for this is that depending on which parameter you wish to control,     
you might only be changing it by 10% or less. All the way up is 127, all the way down is 0. Some exper-
imentation will have to be done each time a preset is edited to set the pedals where you want them. Use 
the INNER encoder to select the UP value for the pedal.  

*Turn the OUTER encoder to the right one more position. This screen is where you assign the DOWN 
VALUE to the pedal. Edit it just like the UP VALUE is edited. When finished, press and release the IN-
NER encoder to save your changes.

 

Main LCD Screen Menu



• ENABLE MIDI OUT: Each preset can send a MIDI PRESET message to an outboard MIDI enabled piece of 
gear using either the MIDI output on the amp or the MIDI output on the Sanpera Pro footcontroller. Enabling 
MIDI out allows the user to assign a MIDI preset message for each preset. 

• MIDI OUT CHANNEL:  If you have several pieces of MIDI gear in your rig, each one can be on a separate 
channel so that preset messages do not change all of them at the same time.  Either the INNER or OUTER en-
coder will select which channel to use, then pressing the INNER encoder will select that channel.

• RESET PRESET: Resets the selected preset to it’s factory settings.

• FACTORY RESET:  Press the INNER encoder to get into FACTORY RESET mode, then press and hold the 
INNER encoder to return the Vypyr Pro to factory condition.

• DISABLE DEMO:  The Vypyr Pro ships to the dealer in DEMO mode.  In this mode, when there is no cable 
inserted into the input, the amp is in ATTRACT mode, using a light show to attract customers to it.  Press the 
INNER encoder to disable the demo mode and turn off the light show.

• ENABLE/DISABLE DELAY TRAILS: This feature is where you decide if you want the delay to cut off abruptly 
or if you wish for the trails of the delay to be heard within a preset when the delay is turned on or off using the 
Sanpera Pro footcontroller.  NOTE: Even if the Delay trails are enabled, the user can create another preset with 
the delay turned off.  In this way, if they wish to abruptly turn off the delay for effect within a song, they could 
simply switch to the other preset.
 
• ENABLE/DISABLE REVERB TRAILS: Same as above only using the reverb.

• SHOW VERSION:  Pressing the INNER encoder will display the firmware version.  This way, a user can check 
www.peavey.com to see if there is a new version of the Vypyr Pro firmware. 

• UPDATE SOFTWARE:  THIS FEATURE IS NOT YET DEFINED.

• INPUT SENSITIVITY:  Because of the varying outputs of different guitars, there is a global Input Sensitivity 
feature to allow the user to set this per whatever guitar they might be using.   Pressing and releasing the INNER 
encoder will go to the screen where the user can define a boost or a cut in the Input Sensititivy.   The Vypyr Pro 
defaults to 0.00dB.   The range is from -9.7dB to +3.0 dB.

• EXIT MENU:  Press the INNER encoder to exit the main menu.

Main LCD Screen Menu cont.



•Pressing and holding the DEL/REV EDIT button will access the Deep Edit Menu. This is the menu where more 
detailed settings for Delay and Reverb are selected, as well as several Input and Output settings. In the main 
screen of this menu, the Delay Tempo Mode is selected. Using the INNER encoder, the user chooses between 
Quarter Note and Dotted Eighth note. This chooses whether the Tap Tempo sets the delay to exactly what you 
tap in, or if it changes it to a dotted eighth note.

•Delay: Press the #1 model encoder to access the delay menu. Use the main OUTER encoder to select from dif-
ferent delay types. Each delay type has it’s own set of parameters.   

•Reverb: Press the #2 model encoder to access the reverb men. Use the main OUTER encoder to select from 
different reverb types. Each reverb type has it’s own set of parameters.   

•Input menu: The main screen will display BRIGHT ON/OFF as well as the selected Gate setting. The amp will 
default to a global noise gate, however the user can select between Global, Custom Input or Custom Output 
gating depending on their needs, guitar and preset. Using the OUTER encoder will select between BRIGHT ON/
OFF. The INNER encoder selects the different types of gates. If GLOBAL gate is chosen, then any changes within 
any preset using this gate type will apply to all of those presets. 
If the Custom Input or Output gates are chosen, then the gate parameters are only set for the current preset. In 
the Input menu, the #1 Parameter encoder adjusts the Wah pedal intensity.

•Output menu: The main screen will display BOOST OFF/ON and Program :XXX. The Program XXX will dis-
play the MIDI output channel if MIDI output is enabled in the main menu. The Output menu features 5 different 
output settings. 
 
 *P1: Boost level. This encoder adjusts the boost level between 2.65dB to 9dB. The boost feature is 
 accessed using the Sanpera Pro, however individual presets can be written with the Boost already        
 on as well.
 
 *P2: Looper Level. The looper level is assigned here. Typcially, when a loop is recorded, the user will  
 desire it to be at a lower level so that they can then play over the top of it. The Looper can be adjustedbe 
 tween -18.8 dB to +6.6 dB.
 
 *P3: Presence control. The Presence can be set per preset.
 
 *P4: Resonance control. The Resonance can be set per preset.
 
 *P5: Master Volume. One of the trickiest things when using Presets is getting all the different preset levels  
 where you want them.. This control allows the user to change the level of a preset without using the Amp  
 model parameters to change the preset level, which could result in undesired tone changes.

Deep Edit Menu
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Vypyr® Sanpera® Pro
Footcontroller for Vypyr Pro Series Amplifier

 Featuring direct access to all 4 model locations, plus delay and reverb, the Sanpera Pro unlocks all the power of 
your Vypyr Pro. The dual expression pedals can be assigned to either the default setting (volume on left, wah on 
right) or assigned to an alternate effect, for instance pitch control, or rotary speaker speed. There are also looper 
controls that will allow you to create multi-track loops. The Sanpera Pro also includes a boost switch, tap tempo 
and access to the chromatic tuner.
 

KEY FEATURES:

• 2 expression pedals

• Direct access to all 4 models, plus delay and reverb

• Boost switch

• Tap Tempo

• Chromatic tuner

• Full looper controls

• Presets arranged in banks of 4, up to 400 presets!

• Self powered via Vypyr amplifier

• MIDI output for connecting to AT200-B Breakout box (for controlling the AT-200 guitar)

ENGLISH



Top Panel
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Left Rocker Pedal
The default setting for this pedal is for a volume control, but it can be programmed to control any parameter.

Booster Switch
Provides a clean boost to the instrument signal path. 

Tap Tempo
Tapping this switch will allow you to set the tempo of the delay effect. Holding the switch down will activate the 
onboard tuner.

LCD Display 
Displays information about the presets and other parameters. 

Looper Controls
These two switches allow for recording, playback and overdubbing through the onboard looper.

Right Rocker Pedal
The default setting for this pedal is for Wah, but it can be programmed to control multiple parameters.

Model Selectors 
These four switches allow you to select one of four models within the Preset Bank. 

Bank Selectors
These two switches allow you to scroll through the Vypyr Pro’s Preset Banks. 

Preset Selectors
These selectors allow easy access to your favorite presets.
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Top Panel continued

Delay and Reverb Engage Switches
These switches turn the delay and reverb effects of the VYPYR PRO on and off.

Rear Panel

11

11 Footswitch MIDI Connectors

 *Footswitch (Control to Amplifier)– connects the Sanpera to the VYPYR Amplifier
 
 *MIDI OUT– connects to AT200-B Breakout box (for controlling the AT-200 guitar)



Looper Function

To operate the looper for the Sanpera® Pro, simply press the REC/PLAY switch and begin playing. To end record-
ing simply press REC/PLAY again. The recorded loop will automatically start playing once recording has ended.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                              You can wait as long as you 
want to remove the last overdub - as long as the looper is still playing and you have not started a new overdub. 
Pressing (and releasing) STOP stops the transport whether it is playing, recording or overdubbing. Once you 
stop the transport, the most recent overdub becomes permanent - you can no longer undo it. If an overdub 
exceeds the loop length you can only undo the last “loop length” seconds when you undo after punching out. 
If you record multiple overdubs within a single loop time, as each new one begins the previous one becomes 
permanent.

At the moment, pressing and releasing both looper buttons requests undo of the last overdub. Because of this 
REC/PLAY and STOP work on release instead of press. However, if we come up with some other way to undo 
the last layer (such as pressing the TAP switch) we can go back to activating REC/PLAY and STOP on press 
instead of release. The only drawback I see to using TAP to undo is that you can’t use TAP to actually change the 
tempo as long as you have overdubbed but not stopped or requested undo.

Let me know your thoughts on whether we should leave control the way it is or go for using TAP or some oth-
er switch. If we leave it the way it is, we probably don’t need to take over the footcontroller display telling how 
to undo. If we switch to TAP we should probably take over the display to tell when the use can undo. If we do 
that, we may want to take over as long as the looper is active (telling what switch to press next as the looper goes 
through the various states).
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                    


